We consider the problem of efficiently computing distributed geographical k-NN queries in an unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) system, in which each peer is managed by an individual organization and can only communicate with its logical neighboring peers. Such queries are based on local filter query statistics, and require as less communication cost as possible, which makes it more difficult than the existing distributed k-NN queries. Especially, we hope to reduce candidate peers and degrade communication cost. In this paper, we propose an efficient pruning technique to minimize the number of candidate peers to be processed to answer the k-NN queries. Our approach is especially suitable for continuous k-NN queries when updating peers, including changing ranges of peers, dynamically leaving or joining peers, and updating data in a peer. In addition, simulation results show that the proposed approach outperforms the existing Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR)-based query approaches, especially for continuous queries.
Introduction
Due to their importance in many applications in a variety of domains, k-NN queries have been extensively studied [1−5] . An often used mechanism that provides much needed retrieval efficiency is a centralized index. However, for k-NN queries in a distributed environment [6−9] , especially in an unstructured P2P environment, centralized indexing is not a practical solution. The following example shows why new techniques are needed and hence motivates the work of this paper.
Example 1. Consider a tsunami alarm system for a certain area, e.g., the bay area of Indonesia. Detection of a tsunami in many cases needs data from areas that go across multiple nations. Assume the nations establish a logical cooperative network, in which for any two nations, they have either direct cooperative relationship, represented as logical neighbors in the network, or indirect cooperative relationship if their logical neighbors can cooperate. Each nation autonomously maintains a set of observation stations to monitor her own sea area and can request data from her cooperative nations. Notice that it is not necessary that two logical neighbors are geographically bordered. For this application, a user often needs to pay special attention to a set of k-closest observation stations in a particular location such that their sensed values satisfy a specified condition, for instance, the temperatures are greater than 80 degrees. Observation stations in the interested area may belong to different nations. Therefore, those autonomous nations need to cooperate in answering a continuous distributed k-NN query efficiently. In this application, global indexing is not available for the k-NN query, either, since data values change continuously.
Example 1 illustrates a new constrained continuous k-NN search problem over an unstructured P2P environment, which can be described as follows.
Given an unstructured P2P system, in which each autonomous peer chooses logical neighbors that are not necessarily its physical neighbors. Assume that each peer maintains a "dynamic" table that contains a set of locations and the associated attribute values, with the dynamically.
• Data maintained in each peer are changed autonomously.
The existing k-NN query approaches can be categorized into radius-convergence strategy, in which the probe radius is shrunk gradually until all peers in the probe circle have been probed. In this paper, we propose a new framework to address the above problem. Our frame work is based on a dominate relationship model (DM in short), which will be used to filter out unqualified peers during the query processing. On the basis of the DM, we introduce two directions to efficiently probe as few as possible peers to answer a new constrained k-NN query or a constrained k-NN query from beginning (restart the continuous query due to the environment change) with minimized communication cost. In order to adapt to continuity property of continuous query, we propose a novel approach that can incrementally maintain the query results based on the data histograms of the peers. Our contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose a new framework for processing continuous k-NN queries in an unstructured P2P system.
• We give a novel filtering mechanism to reduce the communication cost and effectively terminate the search. Instead of using existing radius-convergence strategy, we propose a radius-expansion strategy to efficiently get k-NN results. We also give detailed complexity analysis of our algorithms.
• We analyze system updates in an unstructured P2P system, and propose techniques for continuously processing k-NN queries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our framework for continuous k-NN queries are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, a novel filter model, called domination model, is proposed to efficiently prune peers. Section 4 proposes radius-expansion strategy for searching k-NN queries with least communication cost. In Section 5, we propose histogram for optimal probing peers. In Section 6, we present our novel techniques to incrementally maintain continuous query results. In Section 7, we discuss the related work. Experimental results and performance studies are discussed in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.
Problem Definition
In this section, we formally define the query problem studied in this paper. We assume a set of logically connected cooperative peers, each of which covers a spatial region. We use a non-directed graph G = (P, E) to model the logical connections, where P is a set of vertices representing the peers and E a set of edges expressing the logical connections between the peers.
For a peer p ∈ P , we use D(p) to denote data set maintained by p. Each item in D(p) maintained by p has two kinds of attributes, namely location attributes and non-location attributes. Hence, we denote each data item d in D(p) as a pair v l (d), v n (d) , where v l (d) (v n (d), resp.) is a value vector of the location (nonlocation resp.) attributes of d. We can construct a convex hull using values of the location attributes in
D(p). The convex hull is called spatial region of p, denoted by R(p). That is, for each
A k-NN query q is composed of two parts, location value and non-location value predicates, denoted as v l (q), q c , respectively. A non-location value predicate q c returns, when applied to a non-location value vector v n (d), true or false. We define the distance between a query q and data d as the following.
Definition 2.1 (Distance Between Query and Data). Given a query q and data d, let the distance between q and d be
where dist can be any of the L p -norm. Given a query q and a peer p, we use minDist(q, p) (maxDist(q, p), resp.) to express the minimum (maximum, resp.) distance between q and all the data items in R(p).
We assume that each peer has pre-knowledge of spatial regions covered by all the other peers. This assumption is reasonable since there are a variety of techniques to get such statistical information in dynamic network environment. For example, distance-vector-routing [12] is one of mature techniques. Each node in the network can exchange information with its neighbors and can get the statistical information from the whole network in a few steps. A peer can also collect data from different peers and derive this knowledge in an incremental manner. In fact, it is not necessary to get all initial regions from all peers. The initial regions of peers (could be partial peers) can help to do query estimation. That is, our technique is used to estimate a "good" (but might not be precise) query radius to get the closest k results over unstructured P2P network, so that we could save more communication cost. In the initial regions, we can get some clue to estimate the query radius. Then, we submit the k-NN query along the logical structure of the P2P network to collect results. We also propose a histogram-based approach to incrementally collecting statistical information in Sections 5 and 6.
In this paper, we can adopt such techniques to collect necessary statistical information, since our emphasis focuses on how to use those pieces of statistical information, like minimal and maximal distances between the query q and the other peers, to continually process k-NN queries. We adopt the well-known local filtering mechanism [13] to calculate k-NN answers. Local filtering mechanism pushes a query q down into the network from the query peer p q in a query dispatch phase, and the resulting values are routed up along the reversed query paths and eventually to p q in a collection phase. For each peer p that receives q, it computes the k nearest data items of q from the union of D(p) and the data items returned from its neighbor peers. Then p returns these k nearest data items to the peer that sent the query q to it. We assume that each query q and each data item has a similar size. If n peers are used for processing q, then the total amount of communication cost in sending q and receiving data items is n(α + β · k)C 0 , where α is the data size of the query q, β is the data size of each returned data, and C 0 is the communication cost between every two logical neighbor peers. 
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Domination Model
The simplest approach to answering the continuous constrained k-NN search is using flooding. However, it has the following three shortcomings.
• It is very costly in terms of communication cost.
• It probes all the peers in the system. However, in most of the cases, we only need a few peers to get the k-NN data to the query.
• It starts the same query from beginning without reusing the previous query results. However, for a continuous query, it is possible to reuse the previous query results with little change on the updated data.
In this section, we propose a domination model (or DM) to guide the probing of peers in order to significantly reduce the communication cost by limiting the participating peers to a minimum number possible. The DM together with the approaches proposed in Section 4 are used to address the first two shortcomings of flooding. The third shortcoming of flooding is tackled in Section 5.
The intuition of the domination model comes from the following simple facts: if we know an upper bound r u of the distance from the query point q to the kth data item in the query results, then a peer p does not need further probing (for possible answers) if r u minDist(q, p ). Similarly, if we know that a peer p provides the k-th item in the answer set, then a peer p does not need further probing if maxDist(q, p) minDist(q, p ). These facts form the basis for our optimized search algorithm.
In order to formalize the above intuition, we have the following definitions. 
Definition 3.2 (Peer Domination). Given a query q, and two groups of peers P 1 and P 2 , if for each peer p ∈ P 1 and each peer p ∈ P 2 , p ≺ p , we say P 1 dominates P 2 , denoted as
To graphically show the domination relationships, we plot the peers in a 2-dimensional space. Each peer is translated into one point in the 2-dimensional space, whose x-axis represents the minDist(q, p) value, and the y-axis the maxDist(q, p) value. Since minDist(q, p) < maxDist(q, p), it is immediate that every peer (represented as a point) falls into the triangle region depicted in Fig.2(a) . To show the domination relationship, as depicted in Fig.2(a) , the triangle region may be divided into six regions with respect to a peer p (a point in the triangle) by drawing four lines, where the two vertical lines are with M in values equal to minDist(q, p) and maxDist(q, p), respectively, and two horizontal lines are with Max values equal to minDist(q, p) and maxDist(q, p), respectively. We call such a division of the space based on the peers in the triangle region the "domination model." On the basis of these regions, we have the following observation. Fig.2(a) Assume we have probed a set P of peers, and found the k-th closest data elements to q among the data items contained in the peers of P . Let r k be the distance of this k-th data, and let p k ∈ P , called reference peer, be the peer providing the k-th data. Clearly, minDist(q, p k ) r k maxDist(q, p k ). Also, if we draw a probe circle centered at location of q with radius r k in the geographical map, regions of the peers in p k .R 6 do not overlap with the probe circle, since their Min values are greater than r k . Hence, for each peer p, if minDist(q, p) > r k , we can safely prune p out because it cannot contain any data lying closer to q than the current k-th data. From Fig.2(b) , we can see that peers located in the right part to the vertical line Min > r k can be safely pruned. We call the rest peers probe peers which are those who may provide data closer to q than the current k-th data and need to be probed. Furthermore, since p k provides the k-th current closest data, peers in its dominated region p k .R 6 can be safely pruned.
Radius-Expansion Strategy
In order to collect answers to the k-NN query, the simplest method is to start from the query peer p q to probe all the peers P (p q ∈ P ) using a Steiner tree rooted at p q . The Steiner tree is denoted by T (p q , P ), or just T (P ) when the query peer p q is clear from the context. The communication cost of conveying satisfying data using T (P ) is shown in (1).
where p i .h is the number of data that satisfies the nonlocation value predicate of q, E(T (P )) is the set of edges in the Steiner tree T (P ), and |E(T (P ))| is the number of edges in E(T (P )). Obviously, the communication cost may be too high to be acceptable. In order to reduce the communication cost, we follow two directions: 1) directly probing P using as few peers as possible to get the answer; 2) collecting some statics information about and probing the "better" peers based on these statics information. For the first direction, we propose one probing strategy, namely the radius-expansion strategy.
The radius-expansion strategy gradually expands the probe radius. For the second direction, we propose a histogram-based approach which can collect distance information about peers' data and guide the later on probing based on the histograms. In the rest of this section, we present a filter approach for the radius-expansion probing strategy. After that, we introduce a histogram-based probing approach in Section 5.
Partition-Based Approach
The radius-expansion strategy gradually expands a probe radius. Ideally, we hope to find a small set of peers P 1 , such that if P 1 can answer the k closest answers, then all the other peers can be safely pruned out. That is, if we can use our dominate diagram to classify all the peers into h successively geographical dominated groups P 1 ≺ . . . ≺ P h (h 1), and the first i groups can provide k satisfying data, then the rest h − i groups of peers can be pruned out. We may encounter the following two cases when we classify the peers into groups.
Case 1: each group P i (1 i h) contains a small number of peers, e.g., fewer than k peers, i.e., |P i | < k, Case 2: each group P i contains a large number of peers, i.e., |P i | k.
To address the first case, we propose a partition-based approach (PA in short) that gradually extends the probing radius. For the second case, we approximately classify the peers in P i into several "approximate" dominate groups.
With respect to Case 1, we can probe peers in P 1 first. If P 1 cannot provide k satisfying data, then it repeats the procedure by probing P 2 , and so on. For each iteration, we build a Steiner tree T (P 1 ) using the local filtering mechanism. Note that T (P 1 ) may contain peers in the rest of group P i , i > 1. Even though this approach works and is simple, when the number of dominate groups is large (an extreme case is each group contains one peer) and we need to query several groups to get the result, we have to exhaustively search in each group until k answers can be found. For example, given a source node p q , and two groups of peers Fig.3 (a) shows a partial logical graph contains p q (white node), P 1 (black node), and P 2 (grey node). Fig.3(b) is the Steiner tree of P 1 . The Steiner trees of P 2 are shown in Fig.3(c) . If we query T (P 1 ) and T (P 2 ) separately, we spend at least 5β · k communication cost, whereas, as shown in Fig.3(d) , querying P 1 and P 2 together (i.e., T (P 1 ∪ P 2 )) only incurs 4β · k communication cost. In fact, this property has been stated and proved in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Given an undirected graph G(P, E)
and two sets of target nodes P 1 ⊆ P and P 2 ⊆ P . Let p q ∈ P be a query peer, we have the following property:
Proof. According to (1), we prove |E(
On the basis of the undirected graph G(P, E), we constructed a Steiner tree T (p q , P 1 ). Let N 1 be Steiner vertices in T (p q , P 1 ). The number of edges in T (p q , P 1 ) is the number of nodes in
According to the definition of Steiner tree,
Suppose the above property does not hold, then let |E(T (P 1 ))|+|E(T (P 2 ))| < |E(T (P 1 ∪ P 2 ))|. Now we prove that this statement does not hold.
According to the above analysis, we rewrite the above statement into
Since P 1 and P 2 are the two sets of target peers, we know |P 1 | + |P 2 | |P 1 ∪ P 2 | must hold. Therefore, if the above statement holds, then
Since p is a Steiner vertex in the Steiner tree T (p q , P 1 ∪ P 2 ), let P ∈ P 1 ∪ P 2 be the set of peers that are reached by p q using p in T (p q , P 1 ∪ P 2 ). We can use the peers in N 1 and N 2 to replace p , so that P can still be reached by p q using other Steiner vertices in N 1 and N 2 . We keep removing those peers that only in N and add peers in N 1 and N 2 to make P 1 ∪ P 2 reachable by p q . Finally, we can construct a new tree T rooted at p q that contains all the peers in P 1 and P 2 . According to the definition of Steiner tree, T (p q , P 1 ∪P 2 ) should be the tree with the smallest edges, so we cannot construct such T . Therefore, the assump-
The PA approach tries to find and merge groups (such as P 1 and P 2 ) to save more communication cost. The basic task for the PA is the following. Proof. We prove it by giving a reduction from the partition problem to optimal peer-partition problem in polynomial time.
Partition Problem : given a set S of n integers, is it possible to partition S into two subsets S 1 and S 2 so that the sum of the integers in S 1 is equal to the sum of the integers in S 2 ?
Given a set S of n integers, we sort these n integers in ascending order {I 1 , . . . , I n }. We construct a tree T (v), where v is the root node of T with level 0. We construct I 1 children of v, i.e., {v 1 , . . . , v I1 }. For each node in the i-th level (1 i n), we construct I i+1 children. So, the constructed tree has n + 1 levels and contains 1 + n j=1 j i=1 I i nodes. Clearly, this construction can be done in polynomial time. We use four integers {1, 2, 3, 4} to illustrate the construction of the tree, shown in Fig.4 . In the constructed tree, s is the root node, the tree level is 5 and there are 34 nodes.
We show the above two problems are equivalent by proving the following. We define the root node as source node. For any subset S ⊂ S, we rank elements in S in ascending order {I 1 , . . . , I m }(m < n). We define target nodes by choosing j i=1 I i nodes in the j-th level. For example, given a subset {2,3}, target nodes consist of 2 nodes in the 2nd level and 2×3 nodes in the 3rd level (see Fig.4(b) , where the black nodes are chosen to be target nodes). We show that if every one of the nodes in j-th level has the same parent, and for any node in the h-th level (j > h) the chosen nodes are ancestors of the chosen nodes in j-th level, then constructing Steiner tree to reach chosen nodes is minimum. Therefore, given the two sets {1, 4} and {2, 3} with the same summation, we can construct two Steiner trees such that their edges are minimum. In summary, the problem of choosing a partition S 1 = S 2 in S is equivalent to calculating two Steiner trees to make the summation of their edges minimum. Thus our optimal peer-partition problem is NP-hard.
We use a greedy algorithm to approximately build two Steiner trees, which is described in Algorithm 1. PA combines geographical dominate relationship and logical Steiner tree together. Given a set of dominate groups of peers P 1 ≺ . . . ≺P h (1 i h), we first build up a Steiner tree for a source node p q and each terminal node set P i (1 i k) for the first k groups using the Algorithm 1. PA Input: k, undirected graph G, query peer pq, peer sets P = {P1, . . . , P h }, where P1≺ · · · ≺P h ; Output: two Steiner trees T1 and T2; 1: for (each Pi between P1 and P k ) do 2:
ST i = greedyST(G, pq, Pi); 3: end for 4: find two minimal trees ST u and ST v corresponding to Pu and Pv;
pick a minimal tree ST i for Pi; 9:
end if 16: end for 17: return T1 and T2; greedy Steiner approach [14] . The function greedyST, shown in line 2, contains three parameters, the first is an input graph G = (V, E), the second is the source node p q ∈ V , and the last is a set of terminal nodes. V ⊆ V . The algorithm PA greedily expends a subtree T of G that includes p q and V by inserting a shortest path from node in G to T . Lines 4∼6 describe the initial partition by choosing two Steiner trees with the minimal edges as the seeds of a partition. Lines 7∼16 greedily insert the remaining Steiner trees into the two seeds and compare the numbers of edges for each possible partition S 1 and S 2 . A partition with minimal edges will be kept. We repeat this procedure until all the remaining Steiner trees have been processed.
PA classifies some groups of peers into a class C P1 so that these groups can be probed together. Note that, groups in C P2 = C P − C P1 may contain a group P j dominates groups in C P1 . For example, given P 1 ≺P 2 ≺P 3 ≺P 4 , we can get C P1 = {P 1 , P 3 } and C P2 = {P 2 , P 4 }. If the first round probe gets k ( k) closest answers, then using the locations of these k answers, we can know k 1 ( k ) out of k answers is returned by P 1 . Then it classifies P − C P1 into two classes C P1 = {P 2 } and C P2 = {P 4 } and request k −k 1 to C P1 . PA iterative repeats the above procedures until k closest answers are returned.
The time complexity of greedyST(G,
, where m is the number of nodes in p q ∪ P i , and n is the number of nodes in G. For each peer set P i , the average size of P i is n h , Algorithm 1 processes k peer sets, therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O( k h n 3 ).
Preprocessing for PA-Based Approaches
As mentioned in Subsection 4.1, we may encounter the Case 2 that the number of peers in a group (after we classify peers into h successively geographical dominate groups) is large. It is not efficient to probe all the peers in such a large group. In this case, we seek to break such a group into small approximate dominate sets, so that radius-expansion strategy can be employed to efficiently prune out the peers. Fig.5 , which divides the peers into three regions R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . We know that the peers in region R 1 dominate all the peers in region R 3 . For each peer p in R 2 , minDist(q, p) r maxDist(q, p). We call the peers in R 2 outlier peers to R 1 . Ideally, the number of outlier peers to R 1 equals zero, then the radius r can classify the peers in Fig.5 into two dominate groups corresponding to R 1 and R 3 , respectively. However, in the case that we cannot find a radius r such that its corresponding R 2 contains zero outlier peers, we seek the radius whose corresponding R 2 regions contains a small number of outlier peers (i.e., less than τ % of the number of peers, where τ is a threshold). If the number of outlier peers in R 2 is less than τ × n (n is the number of peers), then the corresponding radius is called separable radius. We gradually increase r from 0 to r k (the current probing radius). For the first separable radius r 1 , we classify all the peers in region r 1 .R 1 (r i .R j refers to a region R j with r i as separable radius) into a group P 1 , and all the peers in region r 1 .R 2 in the outlier set of P 1 (denoted as O 1 ). We then use the second separable radius r 2 to classify peers in r 1 .R 3 into P 2 and O 2 , respectively. We repeat this procedure, until all the peers have been grouped to either dominate groups or different outlier groups. 
Histogram for Optimal Probing Peers
When we probe m groups of peers {P 1 , . . . , P m }, separately, to get k data satisfying the query from each group, the total communication cost is
However, if we can merge all the probing peers into one group and submit query using one Steiner tree to cover m groups, denoted as T (∪ m j=1 P j ), the communication cost may be further reduced (see Theorem 4.1). We use (3) to describe it.
The left part of the inequation expresses the communication costs of probing peers in m separated Steiner trees, each of which covers the peers in a group P i , and the right of the inequation expresses the communication costs of one large Steiner tree T ( m j=1 P j ) that covers peers in all these m groups. Obviously, forwarding values in the Steiner tree T ( m j=1 P j ) requires less communication cost than the summation costs of forwarding values in m Steiner trees T (P 1 ), . . . , T (P m ), respectively.
The question here is how can we determine a "good" m? On one hand, if m is small, then we have to probe the peers for more times to get all the candidates. On the other hand, if m is too large, then the filterability will be decreased.
In fact, besides directly probing the peers, we can first collect some statistic data about minimum and maximum distances and carry out the probing later on based on the collected statistic information. Obviously, collecting statistic data needs some communication cost which seems contradict to our previous sought, reducing the communication cost as much as possible. However, with the help of the statistic information, we can select much "better" peers to probe and to save more communication cost as a consequence. In other words, we are seeking a solution which can gain more communication savings overall. Moreover, as we want to propose a solution to address the continuous queries which adapt to the dynamic changes over the P2P system, collecting statistic information is a must to incrementally build the results based on previous answers, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. Therefore, from the whole system solution point of view (including answering query and adjusting according to the updates), collecting statistic information does not incur any extra communication cost, since we have to do it anyway to adapt to the dynamic environment.
In order that with less communication cost to get to know whether the first m groups of peers can return k data, we propose a histogram-based approach to optimal probing peers, specifically, the query peer p q that creates a histogram to count the number of satisfying data in each bucket. In order to create such a histogram, we have to collect the data information of the peers. The communication cost for gathering histograms from m individual groups of the peers is shown in (4).
where γ is the size of an integer to represent a bucket count, N b is the number of buckets and each bucket is associated with a distance interval in [0, r k ). With the help of this histogram, we can find a least query radius r a (called estimated query radius) such that the peers within r a whose minimal distances to q less than r a can get k-NN results.
As mentioned before, we want to achieve the goal that the cost of gathering histogram together with later on probing is less than the communication cost of direct probing. We do this through carefully choosing N b . Let N bm be the maximal number of buckets such that the constraint in (5) must be satisfied.
where P m is a subset of P m , whose minimal distances are less than the estimated query radius r a , which is calculated using gathered histogram. We can use P m to replace P m , and get a smaller number N bm N bm shown in (6) .
Algorithm 2. Construct Histogram with Adaptive Buckets Input: query q, k dominate groups P = {P1, . . . , P k } such that for any p ∈ P , minDist(q, p) r k ; Output: buckets for P ; 1:
let L be an empty set; 2:
for each group Pi
let L be an empty set; 4:
for each p ∈ Pi, insert minDist(q, p) and
end for 8:
for any two adjacent elements lj, lj+1 ∈ L do 9:
construct a peer interval [lj, lj+1); 10: end for 11: calculate the maximal N bm for group P 12: h = number of elements in L; (1 l i m) is either minDist(q, p) or maxDist(q, p) . We call each l i distant point. Lines 8∼10 produce a set of peer intervals [l 1 , l 2 ) , . . ., and [l m−1 , l m ) using distant points.
For each probe, we can calculate the maximal possible bucket number. In the m-th probe, assume all peers' minimal distances and maximal distances belong to the group interval [r m−1 , r m ). We probe peers P m overlapping with the interval [r m−1 , r m ). If N bm is large enough, then we build a bucket for each peer interval
. Such a fine granularity histogram can provide more accurate estimated query radius. However, a larger number of buckets lead to more communication cost. Therefore, we classify several peer intervals
If N bm equals 0 (Line 14), peers in P m directly convey their satisfying data to the query peer p q during the probe phases, so that the minimal communication cost constraint can be hold. Furthermore, the query peer p q maintains a global histogram by building one bucket for the group interval [r m−1 , r m ).
If N bm is larger than the number of generated intervals h (Line 16), each probe peer conveys its histogram to the query peer p q . p q collects these local histograms from all probed peers and merge them into the global histogram. p q determines an estimated query radius r a by choosing the first minimum h buckets (h < N bm ) whose number of answers can provide k answers. Then pueries peers overlapping with [0, r a ) to get result.
Assume there are h peer intervals
we construct h buckets, each of which corresponds to a peer interval. During the probe phases, each peer in group P m counts satisfying data for each bucket and conveys its local histogram to p q .
In the case that h is larger than N bm , we build fine granularity buckets for the last few peer intervals near to r m so that the last few buckets can record more accurate statistical information, which result in high probability to filter a small number of peers whose minimal and maximal distances to q are near to r m . Therefore, for each peer p, we associate N bm − 1 buckets with the last N bm − 1 peer intervals, respectively. We associate the first bucket with the rest intervals. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is linear with the number of peers in P , i.e., O(|P |).
For example, Fig.6(a) shows three groups of peers For simply maintaining global histogram, p q does not collect histogram of outlier peers during the probe phase. For example, no local histogram count the number of satisfying data in the outlier peer (expressed as black box) in Fig.6 . During the query phase, using the calculated estimated query radius r a , an outlier peer whose minimal distance less than r a should be added for query processing. Using the returned satisfying data during query phase, p q can classify data of outlier peers into different buckets of the global histogram to make it more accurate.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 6, we utilize these computations for the efficient handling of updates.
Continuous k-NN Queries
Continuous k-NN queries are issued once and longrunning continuously to generate k closest results along with the updates of the peers. In this section, our task is to maintain the results of the queries upon the arrival of peers or their data updates. Therefore, we first analyze behaviors of peers and their data. We then propose algorithms for the efficient handling of updates using the constructed histogram in the above section.
Updates of Peers and Data
For a cooperative peer in an unstructured P2P system, when a peer or its managed data changes, it has responsibility to inform the whole system about its update, so that the system can make quickly response to the update. Now we analyze the peer updates in an unstructured P2P system.
As we know, a peer in a P2P system can freely join or leave in the system momentarily, and their cooperative relationship among peers can also be changed dynamically. We consider the change of cooperative relationships as a peer joins and leaves. A peer's join or leaving from the system can be expressed as a node insertion or deletion from the dominate model. As shown in Fig.7(a) , a peer p a leaves and a new peer p h joins. Furthermore, a peer region can also expand or shrink dynamically, since its managed spatial data may change its shape.
Lemma 6.1. Given a query q, if a peer p expands to Besides peer update, data in each peer is also changed dynamically. Fig.7(b) shows three kinds of data update. (i) Data is inserted into or deleted from a peer, e.g., data d 1 is removed from the peer, whereas d 4 is inserted. Note that, data insertion or deletion may cause the shape change of the corresponding peer (see the dark grey area). (ii) Location of data changes, e.g., d 3 moves to d 3 and d 7 moves to d 7 . A movement of data can be treated as delete and insertion of data. (iii) Value of data changes, e.g., the temperature detected by a sensor changes from 40 degree to 90 degree. We can regard this kind of update as deletion of a sensor of 40 degree and insertion of a sensor of 90 degree, i.e., data value change can be treated as data deletion and insertion with unknown data value. In summary, updates (i) and (ii) may cause the change of a peer's shape. For any , p) , then it causes p to expand or shrink. Table 2 summarizes the above updates of a peer p and its data d . We only show the cases where p is changed within the estimated query radius r a , i.e., minDist(q, p ) < r a , because update outside of r a will not affect the k-NN result. In Cases 1) and 2), a peer p joins into the system or p expands its region. In Case 1), update of p affects k-NN result (minDist(q, p ) < r p ), i.e., we need to decrease r p to a new perfect query radius r p , if p can provide at least one satisfying data. In Case 2), update of p does not affect the k-NN result, since dist(q, d) r p . Table 2 . Update of a Peer p (minDist(q, p ) < ra)
In Cases 3) and 4), a peer p leaves from the system or p shrinks its region. In Case 3), if a leaving peer p provides m (< k) answers in the k-NN result, then we need to find other peers to provide m closest answers. If a peer p shrinks to p , i.e., minDist(q, p ) minDist(q, p) and maxDist(q, p ) maxDist(q, p) due to some data delete or movement, then the previous k-NN result may not provide enough answers. The query radius r p should be extended to a larger r p so that the peers within r p can provide enough answers. Case 4) will not change answers to the query since p does not provide answers to q.
In Cases 5) and 6), when data in a peer p changes, p notifies the system that its data has changed so that the system can correspondingly reflect. In Case 5), data is inserted or deleted. We treat p as a new insertion peer shown in Case 1). Similar with Case 2), update of data in p cannot affect the result since minDist(q, p ) r p .
Efficiently Query Using Histogram
Based on the analysis in the above subsection, we classify the reaction of the query peer p q into two categories, which are increasing the result radius r p and decreasing the result radius r p .
Increasing the Result Radius r p
In Case 3), when a peer p is deleted or its region shrinks, we need to extend r p to get enough answers to the k-NN query q. Assume that p provides h ( k) answers, then the result radius r p has to be increased to probe more peers to get another h closest answers. Algorithm 3 describes the procedure of maintaining and using the global histogram to incrementally query a small set of peers. find distant points L equal to minDist(q, p) or maxDist(q, p); 2:
if li is only associated with p then 4:
remove li from the distant points set in the histogram; 5:
merge
find minimum closest buckets B to answer h data; 9:
query q to peers and outliers associated with B; 10: insert answers to ASet; 11: choose k closest data from ASet; 12: r p = distance between q and the k-th data; 13: return global histogram; To update a peer p may cause some distant radiuses disappear. Line 1 finds distant points who are equivalent to minDist(q, p) or maxDist(q, p) in the global histogram. For example, Fig.8(a) shows a global histogram, which contains six distant points {l 0 , . . . , l 5 }. A removed peer p has two distant radiuses minDist(q, p) = l 2 and maxDist(q, p) = l (l 3 l l 4 ). l 2 is a distant point that equals minDist(q, p). In Algorithm 3, Lines 2∼7 adjust buckets in the global histogram. For instance, there are two buckets with intervals [l 2 , l 3 ) and [l 3 , l 4 ) that are affected and should be adjusted when p is removed from the system. Assume l 2 is only associated with p, then l 2 is no longer a distant point after deleting p. We need to merge [l 1 , l 2 ) and [l 2 , l 3 ) into one bucket [l 1 , l 3 ) (shown in Fig.8(b) ).
In Fig.8 , r p is the result radius of the current k-NN result and r a is the estimated query radius. Let h be the invalid answer (represented as grey color) of p within r p . We then get a new global histogram (without grey part in Fig.8(a) ) by removing invalid answers in the bucket [l 1 , l 3 ). Line 8 determines how many additional peers within the estimated query radius r a can provide the missing h closest answers to q. We then extend r p to r p . We find minimal additional buckets that can provide at least h data in the global histogram, i.e., minimize i, s.t.
where N is the number of buckets in the global histogram, B c is the bucket intersect with r p (called critical bucket). Lines 9∼11 find associated peers and outliers with the calculated buckets, and submit q to those peers to get h satisfying data. Then the query peer p q chooses k closest data from the exiting answer set ASet and Line 12 changes radius from r p to r p . The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n), where n is the number of buckets in the global histogram. Notice that, if the frequency summation of the buckets between the critical bucket and r a is less than h, i.e., the global histogram has no enough statistical information within r a , then r p need re-compute peers in r k and get the new h closest answers.
Decreasing the Result Radius r p
In Cases 1) or 5), the update of a peer p may cause decreasing r p to r p . The query peer p q first submits q to p along the shortest path from p q ro p to get satisfying data whose distance to q less than r p . Then p q chooses k closest data from the current answer set and the new returned data.
In order to incrementally probe affected peers in Case 3), p q adjusts the global histogram using the returned data of p. For example, the grey part in Fig.9(a) is the increased number of answers in the buckets [l 1 , l 2 ) and [l 2 , l 3 ).
When the number of answers in one bucket is larger than a specified number (e.g., k), we split this bucket into two buckets. In Fig.9(a) , the frequency of bucket [l 1 , l 2 ) is H(>k), so we split buckets as described in Algorithm 4. For an insert or expand peer p, Lines 1∼2 calculate new distant radius using p. Lines 4∼14 choose a separate radius to split a bucket into two buckets. For example, if minDist(q, p) = l and maxDist(q, p) = l 3 , then l is a new distant radius. We use l as a separate point to split bucket [l 1 , l 2 ) into two buckets [l 1 , l ) and [l , l 2 ). Let h 1 be the number of satisfying data locates in [l 1 , l ) and h 2 be the number of satisfying data locates in [l , l 2 ). Then the frequency of the bucket [l 1 , l ) is between h 1 and h 1 +H, and the frequency of the bucket [l , l 2 ) is between h 2 and h 2 +H. The global histogram records such frequency interval instead of the accurate frequencies for split buckets. Note that, the global histogram maintains a frequency interval for the split buckets. We do not calculate the precise frequency since we have no clue of the data distribute in the bucket B. We call this procedure lazy split. On the basis of this interval, we can estimate a set of affected peers when a peer leaves or its region shrinks. Those affected peers should be probed and precise frequencies of the associated buckets can be got.
Related Work
As far as we know there is no similar work on the proposed problem setting. The work most closed to ours falls into two categories: continuous k-NN searches over spatial database and k-NN queries over structured P2P systems. We will review the work in these two directions and explain the difference between our work and theirs. There are many methods that have been proposed for continuous k-NN queries over moving objects in spatial database domain. Most of them focus on reducing the number of updates to the indexes. In order to achieve this, the trajectories of moving objects are modelled by some linear functions, thus an R-tree can be built using time as a function [15, 16] . Compared to these work, our problem setting is for distributed environment and we do not assume the existence of a centralized index. Moreover, we have the logical communication cost as a constraint to the k-NN queries.
k-NN queries over P2P systems can be classified into search over unstructured P2P and structured P2P. For structured P2P systems, data allocation strategies are important for k-NN search. Distributed Hashing Table  (DHT) is often used to allocate data, such as CAN [17] , Chord [18] , Pastry [19] , and Tapestry [20] , which use uniform hash functions and achieve good load balance. However, these hashing functions destroy data locality (data that are similar should be allocated near to each other in the space). Complicated queries such as k-NN have to rely on multi-cast or additional indexes. Some locality-preserving data allocation approaches are also proposed, such as P-Grid [21] , P-Ring [22] , Baton [11] , Vbi-tree [10] , and Mercury [23] . The basic idea of these approaches is to keep data locality over the attribute as much as possible. For unstructured P2P systems, very little work has been done so far. Gnutella [24] uses flooding techniques to do k-NN search. Compared to the above work, our work focuses on continuous constrained k-NN search over unstructured P2P system. Besides finding the k-NN, we have to guarantee that searched value satisfies the value predicate specified in the query. Furthermore, in contrast to the traditional setting of P2P systems that each peer maintains static data, a peer in our system maintains dynamic data.
Basically, the research in this area can be classified into two categories: indexing structures and searching algorithms. In the first category, many indexing structures have been proposed to speed up the retrieval efficiency, such as R-tree [25] , K-d tree [26] , TV-tree [27] , SR-tree [28] , and X-tree [29] . If the distance function dist on D is a metric distance function, indexing structures on metric space can be applied, such as GH-tree [30] , GNAT [31] , SA-tree [32] , M-tree [33] , and MVP-tree [34] . In the second category, many efficient search algorithms have been proposed to reduce the number of disk page access during a k-NN search [1, 2, 4] . One common aspect of the above indexing structures and searching algorithms is that they work on a single (central) data set. On the contrary, our work on k-NN search focuses on a distributed environment, specifically, in an unstructured P2P system. Furthermore, in contrast to the traditional setting of P2P systems that each peer maintains static data, a peer in our system maintains dynamic data.
Experimental Study
In this section, we built a peer-to-peer simulator to evaluate the performance of our proposed system over large-scale networks. The simulator simulates an unstructured P2P network by randomly producing input parameters including (1) the number of peers, (2) k value, (3) various distribution, (4) the number of groups of peers, and (5) the number of update peers. We used the number of conveying message (labeled as "# of message") to measure the performance of the system and each message consists of a 2D location and a value.
To evaluate the cost of query processing, we tested the network with different number of peers N from 200 to 3000. Each peer contains a set of data from 1K to 200K with two dimensional location values and one nonlocation value. We generated two data sets. Data set 1 conforms to uniform distribution and data set 2 conforms to normal distribution. We constructed all kinds of the physical relationships among the peers, which are the semi-surrounded, embedded, and non-overlapping relationship. We randomly built the logical relationship among the peers. All the approaches were implemented in C++ and run on Intel XEON(TM) 3.2GHz dual-CPU with 2GB RAM on Windows 2003 Server.
For each setting, we tested algorithms by running it 10 times to compute the average result.
Comparison of Different k-NN Searches. We compared the communication cost (represented as # of messages) of getting k-NN results using different search strategies. We ran 10 different k-NN queries whose locations and predicate values are randomly specified. Besides flooding search, we tested two radiusconvergence approaches and two radius-expansion approaches. Radius-convergence approaches include random search and RA-based search [35] , whereas radiusexpansion approaches include exhausted search every dominate groups (EX in short) and partition-based search (PA in short). We used two data sets with the uniform and normal distributions, respectively. In addition, we also compared three straightforward approaches according to the ranking of the minimal and the maximal geographical distances and the shortest path in logical graph, respectively. Fig.10 shows the conveying of messages of these algorithms uses two data sets conforming to the uniform and normal distributions. We let the number of peers vary between 500 and 3000, and ran 10 different 100-NN queries. Figs.10(a) and 10(b) compare five approaches using data set 1. They show that flooding search costs the most conveying messages, whereas PA uses the least conveying messages. Similar to RA approach, our proposed PA approach is independent on the number of peers. Fig.10(c) shows the similar result using data set 2. Figs.10(b) and 10(d) show the number of conveying messages when fixing the number of peers to 1000 and varying k from 20 to 100. They all show that PA outperforms the other approaches, and PA always uses least messages to get k-NN nearest results.
We further compared PA with three heuristic approaches, which are (i) peers with shortest logical paths take precedence (LP in short), (ii) peers with shortest minimum distances to q take precedence (MIND in short), and (iii) peers with shortest maximum distances to q take precedence (MAXD in short). Fig.11 shows the number of conveying messages on data set 1. Fig.11(a) shows the result of 100-NN queries when the number of peers (i.e., the size of the system) vary from 300 to 3000. Fig.11(b) shows the result of k-NN queries when varying k from 20 to 100 over 1000 peers. LP uses the most messages to get the results since a shorter logical path does not mean a shorter geographical distance to q. MIND and MAXD have the similar performances since both of them give priority to geographical dis-tances. When we increased the number of peers in the system, MIND uses less messages than MAXD since MIND takes larger probabilities to get closer data than MAXD. The reason why PA always uses the least messages is that PA considers not only geographical distances but also logical probing paths.
Comparison of Filtering Capabilities. We tested the capabilities of filtering peers using PA and RA approaches on data set 1. We first changed the number of k values from 20 to 70. Fig.12(a) shows the filtering capability decreased when k values is increased. RA has less filtering capability than PA. The reason is RA is a radius-convergence approach that gradually shrink query radius. It keeps probing at least k peers for each iteration until all peers in the shrinking query radius have been probed. Whereas, PA is a radius-expansion approach that when k closest data is met, it can stop. Fig.12(b) shows the filter capabilities when varying the number of peer groups. It shows that PA has better filtering capability than RA. When the peer group number increased to 16, the filtering capability of PA climbs to a peak value 52%, whereas RA has no peak value. It proved that the filtering capability of PA depends on the chosen number of groups in all dominate group set, whereas RA does not since RA only considers the first k ranked peers using geographical distances and logical graphs.
Effectiveness of Histogram. Now we show the effectiveness of histogram. We compared two PA algorithms, one is the approach by which probe and query peers are executed at the same round (i.e., without histogram), the other is the approach by which histograms are used during the first probe round. On the basis of the collected histograms from peers, we calculated an estimated query radius to process the query. Fig.13 shows that for different numbers of peers, the histogram technique always helps to save significant conveying messages than the PA approach without histogram.
DM vs. R-Tree Experiment. We compared the update performance of peers' join and leave using our proposed domination model (DM) and the representative R-tree, respectively. We applied the insertion and deletion operations on DM and the R-tree. Fig.14 shows the CPU time as a function of the number of update peers using data set 1. We used 2500 as the number of peers that were managed by DM and R-tree, respectively. We randomly selected a certain number of update peers (insertion or deletion), let it vary from 300 to 1800. Fig.14 shows that DM spends much less CPU time on maintaining updates than R-tree when peers dynamically change. To summarize, the PA with a histogram outperforms other approaches significantly under all settings. Furthermore, according to our experiments, we obtained the final results: (i) the proposed PA approach outperforms most of the other heuristic algorithms, (ii) the novel adaptive histogram can save more communication cost, and (iii) our technique can efficiently process continuous k-NN queries in a distributed, dynamic, and large scale environment.
Conclusion
This paper has investigated the new problem of processing the continuous constrained k-NN queries over an unstructured P2P system, and proposed a domination model to dynamically partition the search space and several methods to efficiently filter peers in the search space. Moreover, this paper has also extended our techniques to cope with updates of peers and their data. The experimental results on the two synthetic data sets have shown that the PA with a histogram outperforms the other approaches significantly under all the cases. Furthermore, the experiments have also shown that (i) the algorithms proposed outperform most of the other heuristic algorithms, (ii) the novel adaptive histogram can save more communication cost, and (iii) our technique can efficiently process continuous k-NN queries in a distributed, dynamic and large scale environment. Future work includes incorporating local index to the proposed domination model to efficiently maintain updates in the unstructured P2P system.
